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Summary 
Grand Mosque Al-Haram is always crowded with the pilgrim 

that coming from around the world. The highest intensity of 

crowd is when hajj period or during Ramadan. Even though the 

grand mosque is already supplied with many signboard routes, 

exit or emergency sign. There are some difficulties that pilgrim 

faced when they got misplaced inside or outside mosque such as: 

language or communication, haji’s age, fatigue, minor sense of 

direction, panic, etc. Therefore, this paper present novel way 

finding technique that combines the augmented reality 

technology with global positioning system (GPS) to give proper 

direction towards pilgrim. Initially, the simulation toward 

selected 40 exit routes has been performed by discrete poisson 

distribution algorithm; in order to obtain the optimum expense or 

travel time. The second simulation is focused on analyzing the 

flow of 200 people, which are going through multiple exit doors. 

Furthermore, people's stream of action is monitored to illustrate 

their concentration flowing motion toward exit gates. The 

simulation shows the promising result that is potential to be used 

by pilgrim or government as personal or evacuation guidance. 
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1. Introduction 

Al Haram Mosque at Makkah reaches their full capacity 

on Hajj or Umrah term. Many people are experiencing 

misplaced or exhaustion because they don’t know the right 

route toward exit gates. Although the signboard at Grand 

Mosque within all routes is shown in two language: 

English and Arabic. But it still has problem because there 

are many hajjis which using neither those two language. 

Lost, exhaustion, thirsty and illness are some hurdles, 

which many hajjis were facing while trip from Al-Haram 

Mosque to hotel or reverse. Various research about path 

tracing which is researched earlier: Dijkstra, A* Algorithm, 

ant colony, etc. A* algorithm will be applied to compute 

the optimum cost of way finding based on door location 

that marked through the GoogleMap. 

The paper composed is begin from part 1: the introduction 

of research. It is about learning encouragement, which is 

the foundation of research plan.  

Part 2 discuss about linked research that explored similar 

topic. It tells about the current problem and what lack from 

the research before. Part 3 describes the experimental 

object and the methodology of research. Started by 

coordinate point using GPS for several exit gate in Al-

Haram Mosque. Followed by elaborating the outcome and 

discussion about system and proposed method. Finally, the 

last part contains conclusion that sum up the entire 

research. 

2. Related Works 

Al-Haram Mosque is one of the crowdies place in the 

world;the peak period where Muslims assembled doing 

hajj pilgrim. Muslim’s are flooding the mosque that 

potentially will cause another people lost their way. Figure 

1 show that Al-Haram mosque has approximately 210 

gates [1]. Yet, because of several expansion of mosque, 

it’s rather difficult to provide the precise amount of the 

gates for the time being. Since the milestone of real-virtual 

object collaboration by Sutherland in 1965 [2], Augmented 

Reality has undergone a tremendous development, 

particularly in tracking methods. Many researchers have 

explored registration and tracking methods for augmenting 

virtual objects in the real world. Zhou et al. regarded 

tracking as one of the fundamental elements in 

construction of a decent Augmented Reality system [3]. 

Most of tracking techniques fall within two categories: 

vision-based and sensor-based tracking technique. 

Sensor-based tracking techniques rely on not only camera, 

but also specialized sensors such as ultrasonics or inertials. 

Sensors can provide information about the environment to 

the system, and then augmentation can be done to the 

scene captured by the camera. Earlier technique 

incorporates ultrasonics and GPS sensor to obtain their 

location with respect to calibration point, such as [4-6]. 

Inertial sensors such as gyroscopes and accelerometers can 

provide direct spatial information to the system. These 

sensors can be mounted on the user's HMD and compute 

the user's head position as the camera pose. Examples of 

such method can be seen in [7, 8]. Prior to recently, such 

sensors are very expensive and practically not portable. 

In contrast, vision based tracking deduce camera pose 

from scene captured by that particular camera. The 

potential of vision-based technique comes from the device 
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requirements; a camera is the only device needed to obtain 

information required to perform the tracking. In this kind 

of method, the crucial problem is how can the system 

deduce the connection between real-world environment 

and virtual objects based solely on the captured image 

sequences [9]. Early vision-based technique utilizes 

fiducial markers to aid system in computing the features 

by simplifying the deduction to these fiducials. The well-

known library ARToolKit [10] used black square markers 

as a base for the tracking process. Various kinds of 

markers have also been proposed, such as square with 

barcodes [11, 12], circular [13] and color markers [14]. 

Because of its simplicity, marker-based technique can 

deliver a fast and robust augmented reality experience. A 

comparative study [15] contrasts the performance between 

several marker-based techniques. 

In spite of its performance, the use of markers limits the 

implementation domain of such approaches, such as in an 

occluded scene or a large environment like outdoors. 

Hence, more recent techniques focus more on developing 

tracking technique by exploiting natural features captured 

from the scene such as edges, corners, etc. and deduce the 

camera pose based on those, namely markerless tracking. 

Some techniques use pre-trained model (CAD, etc) to the 

system. The system will then try to search this model on 

the captured frame. Lee and Hollerer [16] applied skin 

color histogram and contours to provide hand-recognition 

tracking. Pictures and photographs have been used as 

training model also, e.g. by feature transform of SIFT [17], 

utilizing chaotic neural network [18], or a bi-clustering 

process of visual vocabulary [4]. 

Previous research introduced planar detection in unknown 

surroundings such as wall, surface and working area 

without predefined information, e.g. marker or location 

based. If the section is unidentified, e.g. there is no 

previous data for tracing; it is deliberated as a very 

problematic assignment. Therefore, previous study 

presented a limit for tracing planar sections solitary [4, 19, 

20]. Several AR tracing approaches emphasis further on 

tracing planar, unidentified surroundings. It endeavours to 

presume the tracing deprived of preliminary information of 

the scene and placed the data in particular formula of atlas. 

Normally named as SLAM, once innovative landscapes 

were exposed, it enlarges the atlas so the information 

breeds exponentially. Neubert et al. used SLAM to build 

models from the captured view [21]. Another approach for 

this is by separating tracking and mapping process while 

providing a robust SLAM technique, which was done by 

PTAM [21]. The tracking thread calculates camera pose 

from the map, while the mapping process adds more 

reliable feature to it simultaneously. PTAM managed to 

robustly track and augment scene of more than 4000 point 

features. However, SLAM technique requires substantial 

amount of computational costs when too many features are 

being tracked on the map. 

AR is suit better for 5 - 12 years old children, where they 

shall learn new things although they will find it rather hard, 

e.g., astronomy. Children could study space science in 

simple using AR; obviously, children shall know how 

earth rotates and orbiting the sun. AR can show the earth 

also the orbit of the earth in 3D. In anatomy subject, it will 

ease the teacher to show the skull, body, etc. in 3Dwhen 

teaching in the class. In this age of mobile, currently, many 

mobile apps give knowledge in interesting and interactive 

ways, this include Skyview to learning astronomy and AR 

circuit on study electrical wiring circuit [22]. 

 

Fig. 1 The Map of Al-Haram Mosque[1]. 

The realism of virtual human assist the augmented reality 

and virtual reality, realistic facial expression to boost 

virtual human impression which could support in the 

virtual world is generate by researcher [23-30], [38], [39]. 

The accident prevention between pilgrims studied too to 

present real time testing also contributes for evacuation 

procedure [31]. When other researcher focuses at 3D real 

time tracing for body like arm or leg [32], [33]. 

Augmented reality with displays has improved interface 

authenticity by applying touch impression [34]. The 

searching for touch interface is using markerless searching 

way that studied by others too through using gyroscope 

sensor to increase the tracing rate [35-37]. 

3. Methodology and Experiment 

The Mosque of AL Haram building has ring design which 

make the exit way are available in all route. It is a crucial 

matter for pilgrim is to find optimum routes from hotel or 

bus stop to mosque. A number of materials in this study 

that used to build the proposed application: 

- GPS Location 
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- Iphone-5S to latest 

- Mac OSX laptops 

About 40 GPS location of gates we have on this Study. 

Table 1 show The GPS coordinates of Al-Haram exit gate. 

A* algorithm is used to locate the best route to exit gate 

and discrete Poisson distribution is foreseeing the amount 

of people who will come to the gateway during certain 

time. 

Table 1: Gate location corresponding to GPS Coordinate 
Gate  LocationX LocationY 
Loc1 21.423549 39.827505 
Loc2 21.423434 39.827529 
Loc3 21.423252 39.827534 
Loc4 21.422847 39.827575 
Loc5 21.422847 39.827575 
Loc6 21.421237 39.825742 
Loc7 21.421521 39.825583 
Loc8 21.421674 39.825484 
Loc9 21.421795 39.825389 

Loc10 21.421888 39.82531 
Loc11 21.422013 39.82523 
Loc12 21.422013 39.82523 
Loc13 21.42212 39.825154 
Loc14 21.420843 39.825429 
Loc15 21.42085 39.825147 
Loc16 21.420757 39.824888 
Loc17 21.420757 39.82483 
Loc18 21.4208 39.824633 
Loc19 21.420893 39.824436 
Loc20 21.420979 39.824375 
Loc21 21.421219 39.824082 
Loc22 21.421647 39.823907 
Loc23 21.421647 39.823907 
Loc24 21.421811 39.823872 
Loc25 21.421974 39.823915 
Loc26 21.423143 39.823935 
Loc27 21.423197 39.823741 
Loc28 21.423229 39.823641 
Loc29 21.423275 39.823571 
Loc30 21.421063 39.826399 
Loc31 21.421357 39.826947 
Loc32 21.422168 39.827195 
Loc33 21.421246 39.826736 
Loc34 21.42223 39.827185 
Loc35 21.42241 39.827186 
Loc36 21.422396 39.827679 
Loc37 21.422824 39.827612 
Loc38 21.423238 39.827597 
Loc39 21.424117 39.827521 
Loc40 21.425232 39.827525 

 

The coordinates in Table 1 shall present the length 

between the exit gate using geodesic distance algorithm. 

Later on, it known as POI(Point of Interest) via IOS 

application. Geodesic distance computation is calculated 

using equation (1). Table 2 presenting geodesic distances 

full output between 40 points. The detailed algorithm for 

the distance calculation is portrayed in Fig. 2. Because of 

the coordinate are near between one to another, the range 

among each location is extremely narrow e.g., location one 

to location two is 0.000117478, therefore will perform 

adjusting so every range shall be multiplied with 10000, 

the adjusting make the number of digits to be less, then 

d(Loc1,Loc2)=1.17. 

 

Fig. 2 POI Loading and Direction Algorithm’s. 

𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑑(𝑣, 𝑢)

= √(u − 𝑣1)2 + (𝑢2 − 𝑣2)2 + ⋯ + (𝑢𝑛 − 𝑣𝑛)2 

    = √∑ (𝑢𝑖 − 𝑣𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖=1             (1) 

Where: u= node 1, v=node 2 and d=distance 
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Table 2: Geodesic Distance of Doors Position

4. Result and Discussion 

The apps use IOS platform and the main devices are IPad 

3rd Generation and iPhone 5S. It’s running successfully 

and running easily on those mobile. Upon apps started the 

splash screen will come up (Fig. 3A). Once AR application 

starts, is require to turn on the Internet also GPS location 

to get the recent GPS coordinate. After that, pointed out 

device to Kabah area (Mataf), then specific POI will be 

shown in device (Fig.3B). 

 

Fig. 3 A. Splash screen, B. Point of interest(POI)  at Kabah area 

 

If POI icon is clicked, it will present specific explanation 

about the POI. We can obtain also the route and specific 

explanation through the predefined coordinates of specific 

object (Fig.4). Fig.4 provides explanation about the POI 

object also other three menus: open map, Visit Web then 

Exit. Open Map mean, we can track the way of the place 

we want to go. Another POI interface during testing like 

exit gate are also presented (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 4 Detail Information for each POI 
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Fig. 5 POI for King Abdullah Gate 

4.1 Routing Simulation 

Although there is no precise route to the exit gates from 

inside of Al-Haram Mosque, routing information from the 

apps can assist us finding the best way. The pathway for 

the chosen POI has been computer-generated also 

computed to obtain the best path (Fig. 6). The GPS 

coordinate and geodesic distance between the points which 

Table 1 and 2 presented have been computer-generated via 

automatic routing for verify A* algorithm stability (Fig. 7). 

The time complexity or routing cost is consistently linear 

correspond to gates amount, which have been simulated 

for routing. The increase on gates which relevant within 

the simulation will enhance the regular cost relatively. 

Also, the suggested apps guaranteed can solve the problem 

of pilgrims to locate the best way between the Grand 

Mosque and the hotel or elsewhere by helping them with 

distance and direction. 

 

Fig. 6 A* Algorithm Simulation of AL Haram gates  

 

Fig. 7 Simulation test for routing path. 

4.2 Simulation for Multiple Exit Gate 

The second scenario is having 200 people walking beyond 

several gates for specific time. The simple equation of 

queuing may be calculated via discrete Poisson 

distribution (2). 
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𝑃(𝑥) =
𝑒−𝜆𝜆𝑥

𝑥!
     (2) 

For x=0,1,2,3,4,….. 

Where P(x)= Probability of x arrival 

X=number of arrivals per unit per time 

𝜆=Average arrival time 

e= 2.7183(base of natural algorithm) 

Due to Al-Haram mosque architecture that consists of 

multiple exit gates and a massive number of people, it 

matches with many channel queuing model that is 

described at following equations. Equation 3 calculating if 

there are any people in the queue list or not. 

𝑃0 =
1

[∑
1

𝑛!
(

𝜆

𝜇
)

𝑛
𝑀−1
𝑛=0 ]+

1

𝑀!
(

𝜆

𝜇
)

𝑀 𝑀𝜇

𝑀𝜇−𝜆

   (3) 

𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑀𝜇 > 𝜆 

Equation 4 is calculating the median of people in queue. 

𝐿𝑠 =
𝜆𝜇(𝜆/𝜇)𝑀

(𝑀−1)! (𝑀𝜇−𝜆)2 𝑃0 +
𝜆

𝜇
    (4) 

Equation 5 calculating the median time a unit used in the 

waiting track/exit gates. 

𝑊𝑠 =
𝜇(𝜆/𝜇)𝑀

(𝑀−1)! (𝑀𝜇−𝜆)2 𝑃0 +
1

𝜇
 =

𝐿𝑠

𝜆
   (5) 

Equation 6 is calculating the median of people in the 

queue list. Lastly, equation 7 is calculating the median 

time of people in queue list to past the exit gate. 

𝐿𝑞 = 𝐿𝑠 − 
𝜆

𝜇
     (6) 

𝑊𝑞 = 𝑊𝑠 −  
1

𝜇
=  

𝐿𝑞

𝜆
    (7) 

Every parameter in (2)-(5) contributes on calculating the 

stream allocation of people that past several exit gate. P(x) 

symbolize the time arrival possibility, P0 symbolize the 

number of pilgrim in queue. Ls symbolize pilgrim in the 

queue, and Ws symbolize people who reside at the queue 

list. 

4.3 Research Hypothesis 

“The 3D POI are useful for alternative guidance when 

people stuck in some exit doors; it can help to deviate 

people into another direction”. To prove this hypothesis, 

Fig. 8, 9 also 110 portrays central exit gate situation King 

Abdul Aziz gate. Although the gateway is actually large it 

still remain stuck during peak hours Fig.8.A and 8.B 

portrays the typical and peak hour situation of people 

crowd. Peak times occurred in certain period or days for 

example after Jum’ah prayer. 

 

Fig. 8 A Normal conditio;B.Peak Hours condition 

 

Fig. 9 King Abdulaziz gate near tawaf area. 

Fig. 9 portrays the model of gate close to mataf area. It has 

sign board in the exit gate which provide pilgrim hint to 

the preferred exit gate. Yet, they are stuck in a crowd when 

reach beyond this stairs and most probably got confused at 

locating other exit because of some reason for example: 

such as huge crowd, sealed track, unreadable sign board, 

etc. 

From the number people in grand Mosque, we did a 

simulation with 200 people that exhibit the advantage of 

3D POI from device augmented reality on providing 

another way for hajjis also for staff in dealing specific 

circumstances like overcrowded or emergency. Fig. 10A 

and 10B illustrate how the people past several gates, yet at 

the gate many people still stuck. 

Red people(simulated agent) represent people who have 

passed through the gates, and blue people represent people 

that is going to or queuing at the gates. Almost everyone 

has arrived at the gate, but there are still many who queue 

up to wait for the turn to pass through the gate (Fig. 10B). 

On this situation, if people notice another gates like an 

example l which portrayed in previous Figure(Fig.5), then 
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by avoiding the crowd and going to another gate is a better 

choice. 

 

Fig. 10 Simulation test for 200 agents going through multiple doors. 

The density map of a person who was going through 

several exit gates is shown in Fig. 11A and 11B. The plot 

shows people's movement that going to the exit gate. The 

boundary of horde or exit gate area that is capable to be a 

bottleneck in crowd stream is represented by red color.  

Fig. 11B show the people who at first coming from several 

places then when comes out via exit gates. It concentrated 

on a specific places then some groups of masses are 

moving to the right direction is represented by green color. 

The plot shown the behavior of crowd too where people 

are stuck in queuing stream before going to the gateway 

although within acceptable flow (yellow color), while the 

red color in correspond to stream jammed. 

 

Fig. 11 Density map for agent crowd flow 

Fig. 12 reveals the statistic of the people who is passing 

the gateway. Initially, there are just a small number of 

people then it is increasing until maximum. The following 

trend exposes that the stream shall stuck then slowing 

down the people who are passing to exit gates when 

reaching a large number of people. The maximum number 

is in minute 34, then the number continues to decline in 

the next minutes. 

 

Fig. 12 Density map for crowding evaluation 
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5 Conclusion 

Locating the best track to the place we want to go in Grand 

Mosque Al-Haram during hajj period is difficult. Pilgrims 

experience difficulties such as reading sign boards or 

directions to their destination due to the crowd. In this 

research, we offered a breakthrough for pilgrims using 

mobile phone. Pilgrims just have to point the camera 

phone to the desired object. The POI simulation goes well 

on specific item or location in Al-Haram for example: 

Maqam Ibrahim, Kabah, Rukan Yamani, Al-Hajaru Aswad, 

etc. POI icons and the length that appears are computed to 

a specified point for every object, which obtained through 

Google Map. The way locating computer-generated is 

executed successfully; the routing follows linearity 

function which correlated with several gates. The 

hypothesis in the second scenario, we have proved that 3D 

POI of mobile AR has ability as another method on 

locating another gate and lessen the stuck in the crowd on 

several exit gates. This research is possible to be regarded 

as guidance for emergency evacuation toward a panic 

states which very handy during hajj period. The next 

research will emphasize the identity of the crowd (emotion, 

tension, external factors), measure the dynamism of crowd 

and anticipate the crowd behavior. This research shall play 

the crucial role on dealing with the state of emergency also 

for evacuation planning. 
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